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	Creative Alchemy: Meditations, Rituals, and Experiments to Free Your Inner Magic, 9781452158778 (1452158770), Chronicle Books, 2018

	Creativity guru Marlo Johnson guides readers through 88 transformative meditations, rituals, and experiments designed to foster personal growth through the power of conscious creation. Featuring dreamy marbled-paper interiors and a refreshing combination of down-to-earth practical instruction and insightful spiritual guidance, this gem of a book is perfect for anyone looking to break out of old habits and unleash their true creative potential.
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Joint Cognitive Systems: Patterns in Cognitive Systems EngineeringCRC Press, 2006
Our fascination with new technologies is based on the assumption that more powerful automation will overcome human limitations and make our systems 'faster, better, cheaper,' resulting in simple, easy tasks for people. But how does new technology and more powerful automation change our work?  Research in Cognitive Systems Engineering (CSE) looks at...

		

Hands-On DatabasePrentice Hall, 2011

	Many students taking an introductory database course need hands-on experience.


	Typically, they are under pressure to finish quickly with a certificate or degree and get to work. They need to get actual practice in the process of designing and developing databases that they can apply in their future employment. They need to create...


		

Bob Miller's Calc for the Clueless: Calc I (Bob Miller's Clueless Series)McGraw-Hill, 1997
Student tested and approved!

If you suffer from math anxiety, then sign up for private tutoring with Bob Miller! Do logarithms, sines, and cosines leave you in a cold sweat? Vectors and derivatives send stress signals to your brain? If so, then you are like the many thousands of studentsstudents of all ages,...





	

Mike Meyers' A+ Guide: Essentials (Exam 220-601)McGraw-Hill, 2007
The logo of the CompTIA Authorized Quality Curriculum (CAQC) program and the status of this or other training material as “Authorized” under the CompTIA Authorized Quality Curriculum program signifies that, in CompTIA’s opinion, such training material covers the content of CompTIA’s related certification exam.

The...

		

Clinical Trials in OsteoporosisSpringer, 2007

	This second revised and updated edition is a practical handbook on clinical trials in the growing field of osteoporosis. Topics covered include study design, technical issues, data collection, quality assurance, data analysis, and presentation. Clinical Trials in Osteoporosis takes the user through the process step-by-step from start to...


		

Web2Py ManualJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	I am guilty! After publicly complaining about the existence of too many Python based web frameworks, after praising the merits of Django, Pylons, TurboGears, CherryPy, and web.py, after having used them professionally and taught them in University level courses, I could not resist and created one more: web2py.


	Why did I commit such...
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